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Contingency Planning Support – 
Mobile Entry Point Offering

Provide a stable, 
secure and reliable 
remote access for all 
your users globally

SOLUTION BRIEF Remote access infrastructure at its limit
While we do hope your health and that of all your employees has been unaffected  

by the Covid-19 outbreak, your operations likely had to adapt to the special situation. 

We observe a highly increased number of remote users, as everybody who can  

do so is working from home. Does this situation also bring your current VPN client 

and remote access infrastructure to their limits?

 
Cloud-scalable solution, rapidly deployed
We want to reaffirm our commitment to support you through these challenging 

times. For this reason, we have been working on a cloud-native Mobile Entry Point 

solution, which can be deployed rapidly. It will support you in meeting the requi-

rements of an express increase of your remote users and third parties, anywhere in 

the world. Keep your employees safe by granting them a secure and reliable remote 

access to business-critical applications and data via Mobile Entry Point in their 

nearest Microsoft Azure subscription.

Global Remote Access from Microsoft Azure

Benefits

Rapid deployment

As the Mobile Entry Point solution  

can be deployed in any Microsoft 

Azure region and the well-known 

client can be installed easily on lap- 

 tops, desktops and mobile devices, 

there is no need for hardware 

in stallations or physical intervention 

on clients – because speed matters. 

Matching your infrastructure

We will provide work and guidance  

to ensure that the Mobile Entry 

Points solution fits seamlessly into 

your infrastructure. Depending on 

your Azure, authentication, applica-

tion and WAN setup, we optimize 

the configuration to best fit your 

needs.

Managed service

Don’t worry about cumbersome 

operations tasks – we cover the 

whole service chain: from robust 

architecture design, deployment and 

setup to 24x7 expert-level support 

and continuous software life cycle. 

We are a trusted partner to support 

you whenever needed.


